Staff news

30-6/2 Eva Jurlander on vacation
Jan-April Albertas Dvirnas continues to work with Tobias Ambjörnsson
Rajesh Kumar Bachchan leaves us

Regular seminar schedules

Astronomy – http://www.astro.lu.se/Seminars/
THEP – http://particle.thep.lu.se/Seminars/
CBBP – http://cbbp.thep.lu.se/~carl/internal/group_meetings.html

Important dates and events

16 Spring term starts
17-18 PhD Seminars
20 Department Board Meeting (13:15, Charlier)

Absences, trips and other travel

10-11 Anders Johansen lectures at NORDITA winter school on planet formation in Stockholm and visits a collaborator at Stockholm University
11-13 Lennart Lindegren attends a Gaia Science Team meeting in Noordwijk, Netherlands
17 Sofia Feltzing visits Göran Östlin, Stockholm, to discuss E-ELT instrumentation
17-20 Dainis Dravins visits and gives seminars at Anton Pannekoek Institute for Astronomy in Amsterdam, and at Leiden Observatory
23-25 Sofia Feltzing attends the Council and Business meeting of the EAS, Geneva
23-27 Nils Ryde and Brian Thorsbro attend the Sexten Center for Astrophysics conference on ‘Beyond the Solar Neighborhood: Entering into the Gaia Era’
23-27 Paul McMillan, David Hobbs and Lennart Lindegren attend Gaia DPAC meeting, Sitges near Barcelona, Spain

Editors: Malin Sjödahl (malin.sjodahl@thep.lu.se) and Ross Church (ross@astro.lu.se).
Deadline: 17.00 on the last day of the previous month.